
“… Now, for instance, can ye charm away warts?”
“Without trouble.”
“Cure the evil?”

“That I’ve done – with consideration – if they will wear
 the toad-bag by night as well as by day.”

“Forecast the weather?”
“With labour and time.”

“Then take this,” said Henchard. “Tis a crown-piece.
 Now, what is the harvest fortnight to be? When can I know?”

“I’ve worked it out already, and you can know at once.
 (The fact was that five farmers had already been there 
on the same errand from different parts of the country.)

 “By the sun, moon, and stars, by the clouds, the winds, 
the trees, and grass, the candle-flame and swallows, 

the smell of the herbs; likewise by the cat’s eyes, the ravens,
 the leeches, the spiders, and the dung-mixen, 

the last fortnight in August will be – rain and tempest.”
“You are not certain, of course?”  

     “As one can be in a world where all’s unsure.”                                                

The character  Henchard in Thomas Hardyʼs novel,  The Mayor of Casterbridge,
has the following exchange with
“a man of curious repute as a forecaster or weather-prophet.”



                            The Success of Weather Prediction  required

 A.  MEASUREMENTS     that describe the phenomena to be predicted

 B.   HIERARCHY  of     MODELS

       from

               Highly idealized models that provide explanations, and a vocabulary, by

              focusing  on certain processes in isolation.

               Energy conservation ………   convection   (1860’s)

               Baroclinic  Instability ……..                          (1950’s)

        to

               Complex, realistic models for predictions.  To develop adequate

                PARAMETERIZATIONS of  sub-grid scale processes, it is essential to

                observe  MANY  realizations of the weather.  The weather never repeats

                 itself  so that each day is a new test for the models.

  C.   A    Continual Interplay between  “A”  and “B”



Today,  the prediction of El Nino is where weather forecasting was in the 1960’s:

             Alternative:   Turn to paleo-data even though there are problems

                                             measurements of proxies  for temp?  rainfall? ….

                                             measurements at one (random?)    location ….

(c)     Realistic models capable of reliable predictions do not exist.

                            Proof:   Thus far, every El Nino has surprised us.
                               That was the case in 1982, 1992, 1997, 2004 ….
                                           and will probably be the case next time.

   Each El Nino is distinct and we have  observed an insufficient number of realizations.
   Because El Nino occurs every 4 to 5 years, we are likely to see significant progress
           40 to 50 years hence.

(b)    Idealized models provide  explanations for the salient features of the
                 phenomena.

(a)    Available Measurements  describe only  a “generic” El Nino.







A.    The Southern Oscillation =  El Nino + La Nina

        correspond to natural modes of oscillation of the coupled ocean atmosphere.

Tentative explanations for  Rapid Changes in the properties of El Nino

D. The presence of random noise (weather for example)  interferes with the mode

       and severely limits deterministic predictions.

       (The intensity of El Nino of 1997 could not have been predicted deterministically.)

C.  Weak nonlinearities   introduce an additional degree of chaos

B.   The continually changing background state  alters the properties of the modes.

      (Stability analyses describe the dependence of mode properties on the
background state.)

ANALOGY

A weakly damped pendulum that is sustained by random disturbances,

                       while the length of the pendulum fluctuates gradually.
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SUMMARY

We have a reasonably good understanding of El Nino in general,

    but at present the predictions by means of models  have  little  (if any) skill.

        Deterministic forecasts may be possible only for very short periods.

To overcome the problem  of  meager observations (realizations)  paleo data can help.

The apparent agreement between extended paleo-records, and simulations with

         idealized models, is questionable.
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Sea Surface Temperature variations along the equator
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Delayed Oscillator Mode:

“Local”  upwelling Mode









   

Precipitation  (mm/day)

Sea Surface Temperature



    March 1998  -  El Niño 

   

October 1988  - La Niña



Atmospheric Pressure at Sea Level as measured at
Darwin (Australia) and Tahiti.

Sea Surface Temperature variations  near the Galapagos Islands
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CONFUCIUS:



    March 1998  -  El Niño 

October 1988  - La Niña



Sea Surface Temperature

Rainfall  mm/day
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                Temperature along a section in the mid-Pacific (152W)

          WHY  IS  THE  OCEAN   SO  COLD?

Identifying the processes that can cause EL Grande is equivalent

     to explaining  why the thermocline is so shallow,

        and answering  the question:



The Slow,  Deep Thermohaline Circulation

The Shallow, Swift Wind-driven Circulation

Antarctic Circumpolar Current





Heat Flux  across the Ocean Surface
         Watts/m2       Da Silva



Boccaletti et al  2004

    The constraint of a balanced heat budget for the ocean

                 strongly influences the depth of the thermocline.

Reduced heat loss  implies reduced heat gain and hence

          a deepening of the thermocline.

Increased heat  loss implies increased heat   and hence

         a shoaling of the thermocline.

The oceanic heat budget can be affected by either

     warming  or freshening  the surface waters.



Temperature
Along the Equator Looking Down

Response of the wind-driven

circulation to a  freshening of

 the extra-tropics.



Forced Variations in heat Loss Response in Heat Gain
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A  FRESHENING or  WARMING  of HIGH LATITUDE  SURFACE WATERS  AFFECTS

                                  A.      THE THERMOHALINE CIRCULATION

                                       (and thus  the northern Atlantic Ocean)

           AND ALSO

                                   B.     THE WIND-DRIVEN  CIRCULATION

                                       (and thus can induce permanent EL Nino conditions)

Diffusivity of the ocean = k:

       For large k   (as in coarse resolution models)  Thermohaline effects dominate.

       For small k ……………………………………..   Wind-driven effects dominate

                         A decrease in oceanic heat loss can cause

      (a)   a weaker thermohaline circulation

and

      (b)  a deeper equatorial thermocline … a tendency  towards a

                                                                            permanent El Nino.



   

Thermocline depth

How Air-Sea Interactions affect  SST in response to increase in solar radiation of 5 W/sq m

Sea Surface Temperature



Next  step:   Include   ocean-atmosphere interactions.

                    A deeper equatorial thermocline implies

 smaller SST gradients,  hence  weaker  winds, hence smaller  SST gradients…….

EL Nino:   The feedback between the winds and SST  is limited by

                 the delayed response of the ocean to changes in the winds ….

Consequence:   time-dependent modes of oscillation confined to low latitudes.

 What determines the time-averaged  intensity of the trade winds?

  The water that wells up at the equator  comes from extra-tropical  surface layers.

 Hence the ocean-atmosphere interactions depend on  connections between

                                                                     low  and high latitudes.

 Neelin and Dijkstra,     Liu and Huang   used highly idealized models that focus

                         strictly on these interactions.

Sophisticated climate models  in principle include these interactions,

                                                                                                           BUT…..



The change in Sea



     The paleo- literature (Science and Nature) has many contradictory   papers.

  eg   the LGM  corresponded to El Nino

         the LGM  corresponded to La Nina

eg   the early Pliocene corresponded to El  Nino

       the early Pliocene corresponded to La Nina.

                                                         See the New York Times of  June 28, 2005.

The paleo-record is invaluable, if used with care.

       Response to Milankovitch forcing is of special interest.

At present there are two  separate sets of models that simulate air-sea interactions:

     A.  Idealized models for  EL GRANDE  and the climatology of the tropics.

     B.   IPCC type models  that deal with the response to higher CO2 levels … radiation

Suppose there exists an intermediate model with a parameter that permits simulations
ranging from “A”  to “B”.   What is a realistic “tuning” for this model?

                                         PALEO-DATA !!!!





Surface  Waters in Upwelling  Zones  were  Warm  Until  ~ 3 Million Years  Ago



SUMMARY:

  An Overlooked Mechanism for rapid (decadal) climate changes is EL GRANDE

               Involving Vertical Movements of the Equatorial thermocline.

     A. Idealized models  clarify the details of this mechanism.

     B. Realistic models  appear to inhibit its expression, eg  in response to doubling CO2.

                 Realistic   ==  Simulates climate of today

RECOMMENDATIONS:

     There is a need for models that bridge “A”  and “B”.
     Such a model is tuned realistically when it
                         (i) simulates the climate of today;
                         (ii) simulatesw certain past climates, especially
                                the response Milankovitch forcing  (obliquity);
                                and the paradoxical conditions during  the Pliocene.



The Pliocene Paradox:

                    The world of 3 million years ago was similar  to that of today.

                                     same distribution of continents,

                                     same concentration of carbon dioxide.

                    Yet that world (of the Pliocene) was much warmer

                                       and experienced a permanent El Nino.

                                                Can we explain this?

                                         Can our Climate Models Simulate this?



    Sea Surface Temperature Fluctuations (0C) near the Galapagos Islands.

                      (The  curvy  base-line is a 10-year running mean.)
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Change in SST in a climate
model in response  to a
freshening of the northern
Atlantic.

(Zhang and Delworth 2005)

Change in SST along the equator in
IPCC climate models in response to
a doubling of atmospheric carbon-
dioxide concentration.

In the warm world precipitation
increases,  hence oceanic heat loss
(evaporation) increases, hence
oceanic heat gain increases, hence
the equatorial thermocline remains
shallow.





Contours: RMS  Seasonal Cycle of Sea Surface Temperature

Colors:    RMS  Seasonal Cycle of Sea Surface Height


